Oxygen-containing yttrium hydride thin films exhibit photochromic behavior: Transparent thin films reversibly switch from a transparent state to a photodarkened state after being illuminated with UV or blue light. From optical spectrophotometry and ellipsometry measurements of the transparent state and photodarkened state, it is concluded that the photochromic effect can be explained by the gradual growth, under illumination, of metallic domains within the initial wide-band-gap semiconducting lattice. This conclusion is supported by Raman measurements.
Oxygen-containing yttrium hydride films exhibit photochromic (PC) behavior, i.e., the optical properties of the films change reversibly when illuminated by light of adequate energy (wavelengths in the blue or UV range). Early works by Hoekstra et al. [1] reported photoconductivity in yttrium hydrides at low temperature, and Ohmura et al. [2, 3] accidentally discovered PC behavior in yttrium hydride films subjected to high pressure. In addition, Huiberts et al. observed for the first time the gasochromic behavior of yttrium hydride thin films [4] . Later, Mongstad et al. [5, 6] reported PC behavior in transparent oxygen-rich yttrium hydride films under atmospheric conditions and at room temperature. In the latter case, however, the yttrium hydride films were directly obtained by reactive magnetron sputtering rather than by the subsequent hydrogenation of a predeposited metallic Y layer. Oxygen-rich yttrium hydride is not the only oxygen-containing hydride which exhibits interesting physical properties. For instance, Miniotas et al. have reported gigantic resistivity and band-gap changes in oxygen-containing gadolinium hydride [7] .
The mechanism of the PC behavior in oxygen-rich yttrium hydride is still unclear and seems to have no relation to the PC mechanism reported for transition-metal oxides [8] . In the present Rapid Communication, the properties of oxygen-rich transparent semiconducting yttrium hydride thin films-hereafter referred to as YH x O sc w , where the superscript sc refers to their semiconducting character-and of opaque metallic yttrium hydride thin films-from now on referred to as YH y O m z , where y < x and where the superscript m refers to their metallic character-have been investigated by grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD), Raman spectroscopy, ellipsometry, and spectrophotometry. Both sets of films, YH x O sc w and YH y O m z , were deposited onto soda-lime glass substrates by sputter deposition at a hydrogen/argon ratio = 0.18 and 0.13, respectively, and then exposed to air where they oxidize. A detailed description of the deposition method can be found in our previous work [9] [10] . These results are supported by preliminary Raman measurements and by the recent work by Chandran et al. [8] , which reports changes of the hydrogen species in oxygen-containing yttrium hydride after illumination, suggesting the release of electrons and the formation of a metallic phase. Figure 1 (a) shows GIXRD patterns-obtained by using Cu Kα radiation at a fixed angle of incidence of 2 • in a Bruker Siemens D5000 diffractometer-for both transparentsemiconducting YH x O sc w (upper panel) and opaque-metallic YH y O m z (lower panel) thin films. The diffractogram for the YH y O m z thin films correspond to a mix of fcc-YH 2 and hexagonal-YH 0.667 metallic phases [11] , according to the standard patterns JCPDS 04-006-6935 and JCPDS 01-074-8440. Due to the proximity of the standard diffraction peaks corresponding to YH 0.667 and Y (JPCDS 00-033-1458, not shown), the presence of a metallic yttrium phase cannot be totally ruled out from the YH y O m z films. The main peak, observed at around 30 • , is formed by the contribution of the YH 0.667 and YH 2 w films has been observed before and attributed to a high oxygen content in the lattice [6] , a feature responsible for the band-gap opening and the high transparency observed in these films [9, 12] . Apart from the peaks corresponding to oxygen-containing yttrium hydride, no other phases are observed in the diffractograms corresponding to the YH x O sc w samples. Therefore, and according to these observations, the oxygen content in the YH x O sc w films is expected to be PHYSICAL REVIEW B 95, 201301(R) (2017) 20 30 40 50 60 The reason why the films deposited at lower contain less oxygen is still unclear, although it can be attributed to differences in the film porosity caused by the change in the partial pressure of the reactive gas (hydrogen) during the deposition process [13] . In summary, the GIXRD and EDS analysis revealed that the YH y O m z films contain less hydrogen, because they exhibit an hydrogen-deficient hexagonal phase (YH 0.667 ), but also less oxygen than the YH x O sc w films. Figure 1(b) The results in Fig. 1(c [16, 17] . On this basis, the optical constants of the photodarkened YH x O sc w films can be approached by the Maxwell-Garnett effective medium theory, which is suitable for nanoparticle-dispersed composites in the dilute limit [17] . According to the Maxwell-Garnett theory, the effective complex dielectric function of the composite is described by [10] 
where α is
f is the filling factor (i.e., volume fraction) of the YH y O m z phase, and L the depolarization factor. In this work the inhomogeneity domains have been considered to be spherical, therefore L = 1 3 . On the other hand,ε YH x O sc w andε YH y O m z have been obtained previously and presented in Fig. 1(b) . Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of the experimental optical transmittance T versus illumination time t corresponding to the YH x O sc w films. In this case, the samples were illuminated by a broadband light source EQ-99XFC LDLS with an intense UV component, and the transmittance in the 300-1700 nm range was measured in situ by both Ocean Optics QE65000 and NIRQUEST512 spectrophotometers equipped with an integrating sphere. In addition, the calculated transmittance of the films-in the clear state at different stages of photodarkening-has been also included. The transmittance curves have been calculated by using the Fresnel equations for a thin film over a nonabsorbing substrate [18, 19] (lower panel) are shown for three different angles of incidence, 50 • , 60 • , and 70 • .
In summary, the optical properties of the photodarkened films can be explained quantitatively, according to the Maxwell-Garnett approximation, by the gradual formation of small metallic domains in the semiconducting lattice upon illumination. It is important to notice that the formation of small domains of the metallic phase (with a volume fraction of ∼0.06 or smaller) is able to cause a substantial decrease in the optical transmittance of the films. A similar situation was described by Giebels et al. in highly absorbing black Mg and rare-earth Mg switchable mirrors [20] . Although these results provide valuable hints, further investigations are needed in order to reach a complete understanding of the photochromic mechanism in oxygen-containing yttrium hydride thin films.
Many questions remain open regarding this material, including why the darkening is reversible or which is the exact role and location of the oxygen atoms in the lattice.
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